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Description
TP650 is an impregnated, pre-compressed multi-functional
sealing tape. It is comprised of open-cell polyurethane soft
foam, impregnated with flame-retardant synthetic resin.
The different vapour diffusion properties are achieved
through a unique, one-sided patented side impregnation. The
impregnation also protects the tape against mould and fungi.
TP650 utilises the property of water-vapour permeable
sealing, making it less permeable inside than outside (inside
tighter than outside principle).

Colour
Anthracite. Inside: light grey

Packaging
Supplied on pre-compressed rolls, with self-adhesive on one
side for initial location.

Dimensions
Joint Depth
(Tape Width)
(mm)

Joint Width
(Tape Thickness)
(mm)

Roll
Length (m)

Metres
per Box

66

3-7

14

42

66

5-10

9.0

27.0

66

7-15

6.0

18.0

Technical Information
Property

Test Method

Result

Flammability Class

DIN 4102

B2 (normally flammable)

Thermal Conductivity

DIN 52 612

ʎ10 = 0.048 W/m.K

Overall Heat Transfer
Coefficient U
0.7 W/(m² . K)

Window frame thickness 70 mm

Coefficient of Diffusional
Resistance

EN 150 12 572

μ < 100

Joint Air Permeability

EN 1026

Tighter inside due to
impregnated surface
a < 0.1 m3/[h.m.(daPa)n]

Driving Rain Resistance

EN 1027

600 Pa

DIN 18542

Guaranteed according
to BG1. For substrates
containing solvents or
softeners, compatibility
testing is required.

Water Vapour Permeability

Compatibility with Traditional
Building Materials
Thermal Resistance

-30°C to +80°C

Application Temperature

No restriction

Storage

Store in dry, shaded
conditions between +1°C
and +20°C.

Shelf Life

12 months when stored
in cool, dry conditions
in original unopened
containers.

Tools
•		Tape measure, cutting shears or knife and a flat bladed tool
are required for installation.

TP650
Trio
Usage / Purpose
TP650 is used for sealing the perimeter
joints of windows and doors against
driving rain and provides airtightness
and thermal insulation, thereby
maintaining the energy performance
of the window/door. Easy application
with single product, complying with
BS8213-4:2016 Code of Practice & GGF
Guide to Good Practice – Installation of
replacement windows and doors.

Key Benefits
•		Suitable

for new-build and
replacement installations
•		Maintains the energy performance of
the window/door
•		Driving rain resistant to 600 Pa,
also providing thermal and acoustic
insulation and airtightness in one
product
•		Quick and easy application
•		Complies with BS8213-4:2016 CoP for
survey and installation of windows
and external doorsets
•		Complies with GGF Guide to Good
Practice – installation of replacement
windows and doors
•		Vapour permeable

TP650
Trio
Installation Method

Please Note

• 		 Select tape size from table above to suit the joint width

The sealing tape must be butt-jointed in corners (Fig. 3). Allow an
extra 20 mm/m to allow for potential shrinkage. When applying
TP650 in conjunction with sealing materials, paints, and natural
stone, ask for compatibility information. The tape must not come
into contact with chemicals containing solvents or corrosive
substances. High temperatures accelerate tape expansion,
while low temperatures delay this. At ambient temperatures
above 20°C, the tape should be stored in a cool place on the
construction site away from direct sunlight. A small fridge is ideal
for this. Put weight on the remaining rolls in the carton to prevent
them from expanding laterally (telescoping).

Technical Service
tremco illbruck has a team of experienced
Technical Sales Representatives who provide
assistance in the selection and specification
of products. For more detailed information,
service and advice, please call Customer
Services on 01942 251400.
Guarantee / Warranty
tremco illbruck products are manufactured to
rigid standards of quality. Any product which
has been applied (a) in accordance with tremco

Health & Safety Precautions
Safety data sheet must be read and understood before use.

Fig. 1
Functional principle

Fig. 2
Complete perimeter sealing in
a single application

Fig. 3
Corner jointing

Fig. 4
TP650 installed (FM330 under sill)

illbruck written instructions and (b) in any
application recommended by tremco illbruck,
but which is proved to be defective, will be
replaced free of charge.
No liability can be accepted for the information
provided in this leaflet although it is published
in good faith and believed to be correct.
tremco illbruck Limited reserves the right to
alter product specifications without prior notice,
in line with Company policy of continuous
development and improvement.

tremco illbruck Limited
Coupland Road, Hindley Green
Wigan WN2 4HT
United Kingdom
T: +44 1942 251400
F: +44 1942 251410
sales.uk@tremco-illbruck.com
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variation and available depth (e.g. 66/5 – 10, tape width 66
mm / joint width variable between 5 – 10 mm).
• 		 Remove any contamination or mortar residue from the
reveal. Any areas where significant undulations or damage
is present should be repaired locally using an appropriate
mortar. Check presence and condition of DPC and ensure
cavities are filled/closed prior to fitting the new window.
• 		 Prior to installing the window, cut off the wedge shaped
start of the roll and apply the tape to the outer edge of the
window frame, recessed back from the external frame face
by 1 – 2 mm, applying a separate length for each side to
be sealed, bonding with the aid of the self-adhesive strip,
ensuring that the light grey tape face is to the inside of
the opening (See Fig. 2). Normally, the TP650 is applied to
the head and two sides to allow for insertion of packers
under the sill. Allow an extra 20 mm/m when cutting the
tape length to allow for potential shrinkage - the dimension
should be based on the opening size, not frame dimension.
Make tight butt joints at the corners and between the end
of one roll and start of another. Pay particular attention to
the corner joints (See Fig. 3).
• 		 The window is then immediately installed into the opening
and fixed, ideally through the frame. We recommend a
suitable window fixing (e.g. SFS SPTR-C type or similar) for
imposed load relief, which allows lateral positioning of the
frame and doesn’t require frame packers, or alternatively
use appropriate fixing brackets. Should the tape expand
significantly before locating the frame into the opening,
a flat bladed tool can be used to locally re-compress. On
expansion, the tape will completely fill the joint width and
provide a full seal. Any unintended small gaps at joints
should be sealed with FS500 low modulus neutral cure
silicone or SP525 hybrid sealant (black). FM330 Pro Foam
Airseal should then be applied under the sill. Once this is
cured, the ends of the window sill and the gap between
the underside of the sill and structural opening should
be sealed with a suitable sealant (e.g. FS500 or SP525)
against the external reveal. Ensure that window sill end
caps protrude for the full frame depth rather than just the
projecting part of the sill.
• 		 If required and if internal plaster finishes have been
removed, air-tightness can be enhanced by applying an
illbruck membrane (e.g. ME500) to the internal frame face
and sealing to the internal reveal.

